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Dear NEBLINE Readers: Is Your Electric 
This April issue of The NEBLINE marks the fifth issue 
of our combined newsletter from the extension office. In 
December of 1989 we merged the traditional agriculture; 
horticulture, home economics, and 4-H newsletters. 
We combined four mailing lists and eliminated the du-
plications. Currently, the NEBLINE mailing list includes 
about 7000 farms and homes. If you are receiving more 
than one issue of The NEBLINE please let us know. 
Newsletters are referred to as "direct mail" within edu-
cational or sales trades. Direct mail is one of the most 
effective means of marketing. Marketing educational 
programs is a serious business. Direct mail costs money 
to Ilroduce, print, and mail. 
We are always looking for cost effective ways to 
provide educational information. That is why we com-
bined the four extension newsletters. 
Many of them appreciated seeing· all of the extension 
activities in one newsletter. It appears that it is very easy 
for our audiences to identify with their parts of the exten-
sion program. 
Since our educational programs cover a broad area of 
interest, it has been difficult to put all these programs 
together ' into one publication. For the first time, the 
NEBLINE is making this possible. 
What are the negatives of the combined newsletter? 
The biggest one seems to be "change". We would also like 
to make sure our readers can find their information. 
We are always evaluating ways to improve readership. 
We appreciate your suggestions. We will continue to 
define the major subject matter areas across the top of the 
front page. We encourage you to use this as an index. 
The front, back, and two other pages will have news 
from all areas. The traditional horticulture, home econom-
ics, 4-H, and agricultural newsletters continue as feature 
pages of the NEBLINE. . 
We need your suggestions for improvement. Please 
send them to me at the following address: 
Fence a Fire Hazard? 
Nebraska has seen a marked increase in the number 
of range and grass fires started by electric fences in recent 
years. "D~, windy weather makes vegetation along fence 
rows readily combustible, which poses a fire hazard not 
only to adjoining fields, but to farm building and livestock 
as well", says Bill Montz, Jr., Fire Prevention Officerforthe 
Southeast Rural Fire Department. 
The Nebraska State Forester's Office wishes to remind 
farmers that using high amperage fence chargers in-
creases the chances for a grass or range fire. Purchasers 
of electric fence chargers should check for the UL label on 
the unit before buying it. Keeping the fence in good repair 
also helps to prevent fires started by electric fences. 
Has the combined newsletter worked? The answer is 
"yes" and "no. " Yes, we are Qiving you three times more 
information as you were receiving through a single news-
letter. Yes, we have contained postage costs. The 
NEBLINE cost is one cent per copy more than the 
previous newsletter formats. The NEBLINE is printed 
commercially. The previous four newsletters were pub- The NEBLINE 
lished in our office. Don Miller, Extension Agent Chair 
Another wise measure of prevention would be to peri-
odically mow all vegetation under electric fences to insure 
it does not come in contact with the fence. Montz recom-
mends the maintenance of a disked area at least two feed 
wide on both sides of the electric fence. 
Yes, ~~~~~~~~e(~~~~~~~i !S~:~~ Un",ers~ of Nebraska ~~~~~~ . So~~~i Fi:u~~:eJ~ucation Division, 
he 'a~/t:~~~'~~~J:~n~;;tifY: w;·;-~ - · - >:.-~ .. -< r------"--.-' . -...  -.. -.-. ----------------------
mate we have saved approximately 40 work hours per Pasture Burning University of Nebraska 
month. S h I A d Cooperative extension Non-Profit Organization U.S. Postage Paid 
Permit No. 537 
Uncoln, Nebraska 
We have received many compliments from readers. C 00 S nnounce In lancaSter County 
Burning of excessive 444 Cherrycreek Road 
Updated Recommendations 
for Home Canners 
The "Complete Guide to Home Canning" is an updated 
book on home canning published by the USDA. Extensive 
research, done under the direction of Gerald D.Kuhn, 
Ph.D. at Pennsylvania State University, indicated.a need 
to change processing times for some foods to insure the 
safety of home canned products. 
This new canning guide has information about select-
ing, preparing and canning fruits, vegetables, poultry, red 
meats, fish, jellies, jams, and fermented and pickled foods. 
It includes seven chapters with more than 100 recipes and 
basic instructions for both boiling water and pressure 
canning methods. 
For safe canning this summer, please order a copy of 
"Complete Guideto Home Canning" by sending a check in 
the amount of $11 made to Superintendent of Docu ments, 
to: Consumer Information, Department 168V, Pueblo, 
Colorado,81009. Do not send stamps as payment. 
1990 4--" Council 
Front row (from left) Renee Sinlek, Gerald Halling, Tod 
Stertz and Joyce Vahle. Back row' (from left) Shelley Equal, 
Dani Wolff, Dorothy Wiechert, Damion Schepers, Dale Stertz 
and JoAnn Barker. Not pictured Barb Fuller and Laqa Ste.in-
hausen. 
residue in pastures is a Lincoln, Nebraska 68528 
good management tool for 
permanent native pastures 
and CRP plantings. Al-
though it is a risky task, it 
can be done safely. That is, 
if the manager uses a prop-
erly equipped and trained 
"Bum Crew". 
Two Pasture Burning 
Schools will be held in the 
Lincoln area during April. 
The first will be held at the 
Lancaster Extension Cen-
ter on Saturday, April 7, 
starting at 8:30 a.m: The 
second school will be held 
at the Ashland Fire Station 
on April 1 0 in Ashland start-
ing at the same time. 
Particip,ants at both 
schools will receive instruc-
tions on the nature and be-
havior of fires, fundamen-
tals of fire control, how to 
plan a controlled burning of 
a pasture, and burning tech-
mques. 
PASTURE BURN ScHOOLS 
Lancaster Extension Center 
444 Cherrycreek Road, Uncoln 
Saturday, April 7, 1990 
Ashland Fir. Station 
Ashland, Nebraska 
Tuesday, April 10, 1990 
8:30a.m.-VCRfilm 
on previous burns 
9 a.m. -- Classroom 
instructions on how to Con~ 
duct safe prescribed burn-
ings of pastures 
1 p.m. -- Briefing for 
an. actual prescribed pas-
ture burn 
2 p.m. -- Actual or 
simulated pasture bum (weather permitting) 
Investing in Your Future! 
Health and Financial Aspects 
We're not getting any May9 Your Health, Now per person foroneor all four 
younger and the cost of liv- and in the Future workshops. Please prereg-
Ing is increasing every day. How to keep yourself ister by calling 471-7180. 
These are two of the best healthy, what to expect and Whether you're 23, 43 or 
reasons to attend the up- why it happens. 63, retirement planning 
coming series of work- should be a part of your 
shops, "Investing in Your personal financial plan. It's 
Future." Workshops will begin at 7 crucial to address your 
What you will learn .•• 
April 18 Insurance 
Who needs it, types of poli-
cies and companies, how to 
choose the right insurance, 
providing for good health 
care at a reasonable cost. 
April 25 Investments 
ExplOre the variety of in-
vestments available, how to 
get started, and what are 
the risks involved. 
May 2 Estate Planning, 
Wills,-Trusts and General 
Estate Planning 
How to make your death 
easier for your survivors. 
p.m. and last two hours. health and financial needs 
The registration fee is $4.00 now! 
Improving Male Relationships 
One of the Guys - April 21-22, 1990 
Are you looking for an opportunity to spend quality time 
with your son, step-son or grandson as well as 
strengthen your father/son relationship? The One of 
the Guys retreat will provide a relaxed, trusting atmos-
phere and includes Project Adventure, an outdoor 
challenge course. It is designed for 11-13 year old boys 
and their male parenVadult. 
The weekend will include a motivation workshop with a 
University of Nebraska'-Lincoln football player who will 
share the importance of surrounding yourself with posi-
tive role models and setting goals. Topics also include 
expressing emotions, maturation, self-responsibility 
and the importance of family values. For more informa-
tion, call Maureen at the extension office. 
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-UNCOLN COOPERATING WITH THE COUNTIES AND THE u.s. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
The Cooperative Extension Service provides Information and educational programs to all people without regard to race, color, national origin, sex, or handicap. 
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On-the-Grow 
Horticulture News 
Don Janssen 
Extension Agent, Horticulture 
Mary Jane McReynolds 
Extension Assistant, Horticulture 
Pesticide Storage 
Facilities Critical 
Proper storage and safekeeping of pesticides is the 
mark of a responsible pesticide handler. That person may 
be a farmer, home owner, chemical dealer, commercial 
applicator or pest control operator. Pesticides require 
proper storage to assure their abilities to perform properly. 
Proper storage also promotes environmental and per-
sonal safety. 
There are several considerations that should be given 
to a facility that stores pesticides. Each facility should be 
carefully evaluated to determine if it meets the criteria of 
safe storage. 
First, regardless of the size of the facility, all pesticides 
can only be kept in their original containers with an intact 
label. This holds true for all pesticide handlers, whether 
the facility is a garage or a specifically desi9ned pesticide 
storage facility. The use of any other container is danger-
ous and iIIeqal. 
Pesticide storage areas should be on the ground floor. 
Separate the products by group such as Insecticides, 
herbicides, fungicides, etc. This action prevents acciden-
tal misuse or contamination. Fertilizers should also be 
stored separately from pesticides. 
Keep pesticides out of direct sunlight. Most pesticides 
should be stored at temperatures between 40 and 90 
degrees F. The pesticide label may provide special 
storage instructions. 
The pesticide storage facility should be as fire resistant 
as possible and have the ability to be locked and made 
secure. Floors should be sealed to prevent any absorption 
if spillage occurs. Ventilation with exhaust fans is defi-
nitely a preference. The storage area should be marked 
with signs that indicate that pesticides are being stored 
inside. 
Personal safety is also important. Protective clothing 
and equipment should be conveniently available. They 
shou Id not have contact with the pesticides or fumes when 
not in use. Disposable safety clothing is preferred, other-
wise contaminated clothing might be reused. 
A ready supply of absorbent materials should be avail-
able to assist in the cleanup of any spilled products. Some 
examples of these materials are kitty litter or sawdust. 
Building designs and plans for pesticide storage facili-
ties are available from the University of Nebraska. The 
plans can be obtained by writing the Agricultural Engineer-
ing Plan Service, 215 Chase Hall, University of Nebraska-
Lincoln, Lincoln Ne68583-0727 or calling (402) 472-6718. 
Plans for facilities ranging from 12 by 16 ft. up to 16 by 24 
ft. are available. Costs are approximately $3 each, plus 
tax. 
Biological Control of 
Postharvest Apple Diseases 
It makes sense that predators, parasites and "antago-
nists" for biological control of plant pests and diseases are 
most likely to be found keeping close company with 
whatever it is they eat or parasitize or antagonize. So 
when U.S. Department of Agriculture apple researcher, 
W. J. Janisiewicz began searching for biocontrol agents 
for the common fruit mold Botrytus cinerea, the obvious 
place to look was in the orchard. Sure enough, washings 
from fruits and leaves were found to contarn numerous 
microorganisms showing antagonistic activity to B. cin-
erea and other postharvest apple disease agents. When 
the most effective of these antagonists were isolated and 
applied to fruit inoculated with disease organisms, symp-
toms (lesions) were prevented from developing. Look for 
such biocontrol agents to be used routinely by orchardists 
within a few years. 
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Pest Control in the Early Garden 
Recognizing insects that might take a bite out of early 
vegetables and acting promptly is the gardener's best 
protection against early season pests. 
You should check the soil to see if such pests as 
cutworms, slugs, wireworms and white grubs are present. 
Cutworms are hairless caterpillars that can often be 
found curled up just beneath the soil around the base of 
plants. During the night they come out and chew around 
the plant stalk. The stem becomes weakened and the 
plant falls over. 
Cutworm collars, or 3 inch strips of smooth paper, can 
be placed around the plants to protect them. 
Like cutworms, slugs live in the soil and feed on plants 
at night. They can be controlled by eliminating mulches 
that they hide under. Slugs will crawl under boards 
between rows. Remove the boards during the day to 
expose the slugs to the sun. 
Slender, dark brown wireworms and fat, white grubs 
attack root crops. They're most often a problem in areas 
recently converted from lawn to garden. 
One way to control them is to till the soil several times 
to bring the wireworms and white grubs to the surface 
where birds will eat them. Diazinon is the chemical control 
for these pests. If either wireworms or white grubs are 
present in large numbers, avoid planting potatoes, dam-
age will be severe. 
Above ground, maggots and flea beetles are waiting to 
chew on young vegetables. 
Cabbage maggots, seed corn maggots and onion 
maggots are the larvae of flies that lay eggs on one of these 
hosts. The larvae's feeding on the roots kills or damages 
the plant. Cabbage maggots attack crops, such as 
broccoli, Brussels sprouts and radishes. Seed corn 
maggots attack germinating seed of beans, corn, cucum-
bers, melons and squash. Diazinon will help reduce the 
number of maggots. . 
Flea beetles leave tiny holes in the leaves of tomato, 
pepper and eggplant transplants and in new potato 
sprouts and radish and turnip foliage. Their larvae also 
feed on plant roots. Flea beetles may be controlled with 
Sevin (carbaryl). 
Even plants started indoors may not be safe from 
insect pests. White flies and fungus gnats common to 
potted plants will also infest vegetables. 
White flies resemble miniature flies covered with a 
white powdery substance. Their larvae look like small, 
white bu mps on the plant. 
Small, black fungus gnats are most often noticed when 
they hover around lights at night. 
These indoor pests can be reasonably well controlled 
with any household aerosol containing pyrethrine. 
Don't be discouraged. Not all these pests will infest 
your garden at once. Some of them you may never see. 
Just be aware ofthem and control them iftheir populations 
reach damaging levels. 
Limit Nitrogen Fertilization and Zoysiagrass Thatch 
Xeriscaping is "IN" 
In fact, in Los Angeles, 
it's more than just "in" - it's 
required. 
The term "xeriscape" 
was coined in 1981 by the 
Denver Water Department 
to promote water-conserv-
ing landscape designs. A 
xeriscape saves water by 
using plants that are well-
adapted to dry conditions, 
and by incorporating inno-
vative mulching and irriga-
tion methods. By 1985, 
between 5 and 15 percent 
of Denver residents had util-
ized xeriscape techniques 
in their landscaping, mainly 
for new homes. Water de-
partment officials expected 
a period of 10 years or more 
for "attitude changing" until 
xeriscapes become the 
rule, rather than the excep-
tion. Communities in Cali-
fornia, Nevada and Texas 
are emu lating Denver's pro-
gram. And yes, in Los An-
geles, a city ordinance 
passed in 1988 makes xer-
iscaping mandatory for new 
commercial, industrial and 
multi-family residential con-
struction. Xeriscaping tech-
niques are becoming in-
creasingly sophisticated, as 
landscapers learn more 
about "xeriplants," ''xerim-
ulch" and "xerigation". 
As more Western mu-
niCipalities face acute water 
shortages they will be pro-
moting xeriscaping tech-
niques. 
More horticulture 
news on page 8 
Don't worry about re-
moving clippings when you 
mow, because they contrib-
ute very little to thatch 
buildup. Those are the 
conclusions of University of 
Missouri researchers who 
conducted a two-year field 
study of thatch accumula-
tion in a 14-year-old stand 
of 'Meyer' zoysia grass 
(Zoysia japonica), which 
has a pronounced tendency 
to form thatch. Cultural 
approaches to thatch con-
trol are needed, because of 
the high cost of mechanical 
methods for reducing 
Amaryllis 
Save that bulb for next year 
What do you do with that 
amaryllis bulb you got for 
Christmas now that it is 
done flowering? Throw it 
out? NO! With proper care 
you can get it to bloom again 
next year. 
When blooming ends, 
and the danger of frost is 
past, amarylfis plants can 
be placed outdoors in a 
sunny spot. Sink the pot to 
the rim in a flower bed 
among your other garden 
plants. The bulb is storing 
food for next year's flowers 
during this time so proper 
watering, fertilization, and 
light win pay dividends in 
larger or more plentiful flow-
ers next year. 
In the fall, watering and 
fertilization should stop, the 
yellow leaves close to the 
top of the bulb should be 
removed, and the pot 
moved indoors to prevent 
freezing. Place the pot in a 
cool cellar to "rest" until the 
first of the year. Start water-
ing and fertilizing once new 
growth begins. 
thatch, such as top dress-
ing, vertical mowing, and 
core cultivation. 
A year before the study 
began, the grass was se-
verely ''verticut'' to eliminate 
most of the existing thatch. 
Three parameters were 
manipulated: nitrogen fer-
tilization rate (none vs. 88 
Ibs. of N per acre annually, 
as ammonium nitrate); clip-
ping disposal (removed vs. 
not removed); and applica-
tion of growth retardants 
(none vs. flurprimidol vs. 
mefJuidide). There was a 
definite correlation between 
nitrogen fertilization and 
thatch accumulation, but 
leaving clippings hardly in-
creased thatch. Use of 
growth retardants didn't af-
feet thatch accumulation 
rates. 
As with other kinds of 
grasses, nitrogen fertiliza-
tion appears to speed 
zoysia thatch accumulation 
by increasing plant growth. 
Decreased nitrogen use 
(within limits required for 
acceptable appearance) is 
recommended to reduce 
thatch buildup. 
Questions and Answers 
Q. Is there any real advantage to planting tomatoes 
much before mid-May? 
A. If you warm the soil before planting by covering it with 
plastic and protect the tops of the plants against frost and 
cold temperatures, you may be able to start harvesting 
tomatoes earlier than usual. Warming the soil is critical-
plants with their roots in cold soil won't grow. You can use 
either black or clear plastic to warm the soil, but black 
plastic will also control weeds by blocking the light from 
reaching the soil and genninating weed seeds. Warming 
the soil can also promote quicker germination of both cool 
weather crops and large-seeded warm weather crops, 
such as beans, sweet corn and squash. Planted in cold, 
damp soil, these seeds tend to rot rather than germinate. 
Because the chances of losing early planted warm-
weather crops to frost are high - you have to forget to 
protect them only once - it's wise to try early planting with 
only a few plants or a short row of seeds rather than risk 
an entire planting and your whole harvest. If you do lose 
the first planting, you still have plenty of time to replant. 
Q. What flowering annuals do well in shaded sfots? 
My patio is on the north side of my house, and I d like 
to plant something colorful in the narrow bed be-
tween the house and the patio. 
Plant a Salad Garden 
A. Impatiens, fibrous-rooted begonias, tuberous bego-
nias and coleus are probably the most popular and widely 
available flowering annuals for shade. Impatiens, coleus 
and fibrous begonias can be purchased in flats or multi-
packs and transplanted after the danger of frost is past. 
Tuberous begonias must be started indoors in early 
spring. Impatiens form thick mounds covered with 1- to 2-
inch flowers in a wide range of bright colors. Fibrous 
begonias tend to spread less and bear many but smaller 
flowers. Some tuberous begonias produce flowers nearly 
a foot in diameter in brilliant shades of red, pink, coral, 
salmon, yellow and white. Coleus is grown for its colored 
and often exotically shaped foliage. Any of these wou Id do 
well in a northern exposure. In an eastern exposure, 
where plants would get sun in the mornin9 and shade in 
the afternoon, you could also plant salVia or: nicotiana 
(flowering tobacco). Most shade-tolerant plants will do 
well in a site with morning sun and afternoon shade but will 
not thrive in a spot shaded in the morning and exposed to 
the hot, harsh afternoon sun. 
If you are busy planning your vegetable garden and 
wondering what new ideas you can come up with, how 
about planting a Salad Garden? There are many tyPes of 
greens and interesting vegetables you can add thiS year. 
Try a few of the many loose leaf lettuce varieties that can 
dress up your salad bowl. Red Sails, Green Ice, Tango, 
Oak Leaf, Parris Island Cos, Ruby, and Black-Seeded 
Simpson are just a few popular vaneties. Plus there are 
dozens of other greens : - mustard, endive, chard, spinach, 
collards and kale. Don't forget kohlrabi, tomatoes, pep-
pers, onions, cucumber, carrots, broccoli, turnips, radish 
and cauliflower or other vegetables you enjoy in your 
salad. 
Herbs are a popular addition to your salad garden. 
They can add a vanety of scents and tastes to your salad 
aswellasahomemadevinegardressing. Try basil, purple 
basil, parsley, chives, thyme, sweet fennel, burnet or 
marjoram. 
An increasingly popular garnish for salad lovers is 
edible flowers. There are many to choose from, but it is 
recommended not to eat flowers grown inorganically with 
chemicals or those that come from florists. The best time 
to harvest edible flowers is in the morning, after the dew 
has dried. Choose perfect, blemish free blooms that are 
newly opened. Leave stems intact when picking and 
storing, and remove them at the last minute. Wash them 
quickly in cool water to remove dust. Store the flowers 
loosely in an airtight container with a moist papertowel 
folded in the bottom. The possibilities are endless in using 
them in your salad dishes. Amoung the flowers you can 
eat are borage, nasturtium, calendula, pansy, rose, 
squash blossoms, pinks (Dianthus), chives, onions, violet 
and scented geraniums. Use caution when picking flow-
ers to eat. Be sure you know what the flower IS before you 
consume it. Many garden flowers contain toxins and they 
can be harmful, so use good jugdement. 
Q. I put a complete fertilizer on my lawn last fall. Do 
I need to fertilize again this spring? 
A. UNL research indicates it's better to hold off fertilizing 
lawns with nitrogen until May. Early fertilization promotes 
lush top growth at the expense of root development. This 
weakens plants and increases the likelihood that suscep-
tible bluegrass varieties will develop Fusarium blight, a 
serious turfgrass disease. 
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Cooking and 
Eggs Correctly 
Keeping r ~ Rainbow of Learning Activities 
April 3, 4 and 5 
Wallpapering April 3 7 to 9 p.m. $2 
Home Extension 
News 
The extension office typically receives several calls Recipe Makeover April 5 9 to 11 a.m. $2 
about eggs this time of year. Here are answers to some "Hands On" Serger Class April 3 1 to 4 p.m. $8 
Alice Henneman, 
Twyla Lidolph, 
Esther Wyant 
Extension Agents, 
Home Economics 
of the most common questions: Laundry Practices April 5 9 to 11 a.m. $2 
Why do some hard-cooked egg yolks have a green Cakes for Kids April 3 7 to 8:30 p.m$2 
color? Cakes for Kids April4 9 to 10:30 a.n$2 
This harmless, green or grey coating ot -the yolk, Refinish Furniture April5 7 to 9:30 p.m$5 
caused by iron and sulfur compounds, is formed when (1 session only) Jim Eno, Instructor 
eggs are overcooked. Eggs with this coloring are still Easter Wreath Making April5 1 to 3 p.m.. $12 
wholesome and nutritious, and their flavor is not affected. Easter Wreath Making April 5 7 to 9 p.m. $12 
To avoid this discoloration, cook eggs properly and cool Pillowcase Doll April5 1 to 3 p.m. $5 
Meaning In Memories 
them quickly (refer to next question). Would you like to learn about reminiscence or how you 
What is the proper way to hard-cook eggs? To preregister call the extension office, 471-7180 can help older people remininsce? If your answer is yes, 
Put eggs in a single layer in a saucepan. Add water Fee payable at class time ..J please come to a meeting on Tuesday, May 1, 1-3 p.m. 
until it is 1 inch above the eggs. Cover the pan and quickly \..~-----""';'-------------' At the meeting, several people, who have been trained 
bring the water to a boil. Tum off the heat and remove the in AARP's "Remininscence: Reaching Back, Moving'For-
pan from the burner to prevent further boiling. Let large Pressure Gauge Testing ward,"wil! share their experiences in helping older persons 
eggs stand covered in hot water 15 to 17 minutes. (Adjust get back in touch with things that matter to them. Gradu-
the time up or down by 3 minutes for each size larger or With canning season just around the comer, it's time to ates of the program include activity directors of several 
smaller.) Run cold water overthe eggs immediately or put get pressure gauges tested. We can test any canner retirement homes or nursing homes, and community vol-
them in ice water until they're completely cooled. gauge which has movable parts-and we do it without unteers. A set of slides titled "Memories-Keys To The 
Why are some hard-cooked eggs difficult to peel? charge. Present" will be shown and an overview of the 9-hour 
Because they are too fresh. Fresh eggs must give off Weighted gauges (the kind that jiggle or rock) do not training course will be given. 
someC02 ifthey are to peel easily. Toherprnakepeeling needtobetested. Just be sure the venttube is open (free In addition, the benefits of reminiscence will be re-
easier, cool eggs immediately and thoroughly in very cold offood particles which can collect there) and the weight is viewed. For example, people who reminisce together 
water after cooking. To remove the shell, crack it by clean. preserve family history; create a sense of continuity, 
tapping gently all over. Roll the egg between your hands We appreciate a call (471-7180) letting us know when linking accomplishments of the past to the present; reflect 
to loosen the shell, then peel, starting at the large end. you'll be bringing in your pressure canner lid with the and reassess life achievements; promote intergenera-
Hold the egg under running cold water or dip it in a bowl of gauge so we can have the testing unit hot. It takes only a tional understanding; and, combat isolation and encour-
water to herp ease off the shell. few minutes of your time when we know you're coming. age social interaction. 
If you must use very fresh eggs for hard-cooking, let Or, plan to leave the lid and we'll call you when the gauge Men and women interested in attending this entertain-
them stand at room temperature for a few hours before is tested and ready to be picked up. ing and educational meeting are invited to call 471-7180 to 
cooking. We DO NOT sell parts or make repairs. Contact a preregister. If additional information is needed, please call 
-What is the best way to keep hard-cooked eggs? small appliance repair service if a new gauge or gasket is and visit with Esther. 
Leave the shell on, uncracked. Hard-cooked eggs will needed. 
remain good for one week in the refrigerator. Do not hold ('-------..... , Wh W 0 tie M 
them at room temperature for more than four hours. - i Y omen U Ive en 
Warmed Easter eggs with broken shells should not be ~ More Home· . 
eat~n hard cooked eggs be frozen? I Extension News on 
Hard-cooked yolks, yes; whole eggs or whites, no. . page 7 
Leon Rottmann, extension specialist, human development 
In a recent lecture on 'Why Do Women Outlive Men?", Dr. Estelle R. Ramey, a noted 
physiologist, began facetiously: "They deserve it!" Leave the cooked yolks in one piece, seal in an air tight 
container and freeze. Use in two or three months before 
they become rancid. Hard-cooked egg whites become 
rubbery when frozen and are no longer palatable. 
?------------------. I Parsnip-Carrot Saute • 
I I 
J 3 or 4 parsnips I 13 O~ 4 ca~~ots I 12 tablespoons margarine I 
11/2 teaspoon crushed tarragon leaves Salt and pepper I 
I 1 I Shred equal numbers of parsnips andl 
I carrots. Blanch in boiling water for one I minute to keep from turning dark. Drain 
• well. Melt margarine in skillet, add. 
I tarragon, and saute vegetables untill 
I tender. Season with salt and pepper, if I desired. Serves 3-4. 
.------------------~ 
50-Year 
A major cause of the longevity gap is that women produce estrogen. This compound 
helps remove harmful blood fats and prevents blood clots that lead to heart and blood 
vessel disease. The male sex hormone, testosterone, has the opposite effect. 
Another advantage is that women have two X chromosomes. The extra X can offset 
Members to be one that is defective. Males, who have an X and.a Y chromosome, lack this advantage. 
Recognized Women's immune systems are stronger than men's, possibly because of the extra 
X chromosome. This makes women more resistant to infectious diseases. 
Home extension club Males also secrete higher levels of certain stress hormones and react to them more 
members who will reach intensely than females. The hormones cause ''fight or flight" responses that bring about 
their 50th year of faster clotting; a more forcible heart beat, and increased blood pressure. _ 
membership in 1990 will be These reactions lead to cumulative heart and blood vessel damage and, when men 
recognized by the National reach their 30's, a greater number of heart attacks. Females, on the other hand, have 
Extension Homemakers been conditioned to respond to stresses such as fear and anxiety in less destructive 
Council at their annual ways. 
meeting in Milwaukee, In addition to these biological advantages women possess, there is the matter of 
Wisconsin, August 19-23. conditioning. Society's traditional emphasis on "macho" behavior jor young males 
Lancaster County club places them in situations where they are naturally more prone to risks and accidents. 
members who are eligible Despite women's biological assets, the reasons why female biochemistry produces 
for this award should notify greater longevity have not been widely studied. We need to examine the heart 
the extension office before successes of females and apply the results to males, rather than the reverse. 
April 15 so that their names Such research will help keep men alive longer and extend the viable life of men and 
can be submitted. . women so that they can squeeze through the door of life together rather than 7 or 8 years 
apart. 
Extension Council To Host Double Feature 
The Lancaster County Council of Home Extension 
Clubs will sponsor a two part program on Tuesday eve-
ning, May 8, in celebration of National Extension Home-
makers Week, May 6-12. The first part of the program will 
address the problem of coping with stress related to 
caregiving. The second part of the evening will focus on 
improving image, seH projection and self esteem. 
At 7:30 p.m., Lela Knox Shanks, Lincoln, caregiver for 
her husband who has Alzheimer's disease, will speak on 
"Emotional Stresses and Coping Strategies of Caregiv-
ing." Mrs. Shanks has a degree in journalism from Lincoln 
University, Jefferson City, Missouri. She is a writer and 
lecturer, and has helped produce a videotape on caring for 
Discipline: Developing Positive Kids 
Parents and child care providers are encouraged to 
enroll in a four part workshop titled "Discipline: Developing 
Positive Kids." Thesessions will be held on four Mondays, 
from 7to 9 p.m., beginning on Monday, April 16 and ending 
on May 7. Ed May, special education teacher at Fred-
strom School, will be the instructor. 
The four sessions will include information on attitude 
adjustments (both child's and parent's); teaching kids to 
think, make d8(fisions, accept responSibility, and under-
stand ownership of problems; reinforcement theory-how it 
works every day; and developing your own system of 
beliefs, behaviors and life goals. Ed May will share 
suggestions on keeping your sanity, raising positive kids, 
and handling mealtime, bedtime, arguing/fighting, teen-
agers and rebellion. 
This workshop is designed primarily for parents of 
school age children. However, parents of very young 
children can also benefrt from the many ideas and tech-
niques of disciplining that will be shared. Ed May has led 
this workshop preViously in Lancaster Cou nty a,nd h,as 
received very high evaluations. 
Registration fee forthe class is $35 for couples and $25 
for one individual. Please preregister by calling 471-7180 
before April 11. Registration fees may be paid at the first 
class. 
Alzheimer's patients. Her 12 point method of dealing with 
stress will be of interest to anyone who experiences stress 
day after day. . 
At approximately 8:30 p.m., two video tapes will be 
previewed. The tapes feature Julie White, a nationally 
known lecturer, who addresses image, self projection and 
self esteem. The tapes, which are both educational and 
entertaining, are available for rental by home extension 
clubs. 
This two part program is open to the public and there 
is no registration fee. Since refreshments are planned, we 
ask that you phone 471-7180 to preregister if you plan to 
attend. 
Eating Disorders Becoming 
More Common 
Eating disorders such as anorexia nervosa and bu-
limia are surfacing more frequently in today's complex 
society. The number of actual cases is unknown but 
some estimate one in 100 young people may be 
affected by anorexia nervosa. On some college 
campuses where bulimia has followed an almost fad-
dish trend, one of five persons has been found to be 
involved. 
Both bu limia and anorexia nervosa are food-related 
psychological disorders that need to be treated by a 
team of mental health and medical professionals. 
Binge eating followed by purge techniques character-
izes bulimia. Common purge techniques are laxative 
or diuretic use or self-induced vomiting. Anorexia 
nervosa is characterized by willful, self-starvation and 
a refusal to eat due to a fear of fatness, and a distorted 
body image. 
Young adolescent females are especially suscep-
tible to these eating disorders. Preventing these young 
people from becoming a victim is one positive ap-
proach to the problem. The following actions may help 
Continued on page 7 
National Extension 
Homemakers Week 
May 6-12 is National Extension Homemaker's 
Week. The Lancaster County Council of Home Exten-
sion Clubs will have a display in the lobby of the National 
Bank of Commerce, 13th and O. We invite you to stop 
by and view the display. 
Health - Challenge 
Of The Future 
Home extension clubs in the state of Nebraska will be 
emphaSizing health and safety information during 1990 
and 1991. The Lancaster County Council of Home Exten-
sion Clubs has planned a variety of programs to accent 
"Health - Challenge Of The Future". These programs are 
open to the public and your participation is encouraged. 
Programs or events featuring health and/or safety 
topics include: 
• 55 Alive Mature Driving Course, April 19 and 20 
• Emotional Stresses and Coping Strategies of 
Caregiving, May 8 
• Health Awareness Day at Lancaster County 
Fair, August 9 
• Women's Day Program, October 2 
• Home Extension Achievement Day Program, 
October 22 
Health topics will be featured in The NEBLINE as space 
permits. In this issue look for "Why Wo~i'nen Outlive Men." 
Page 4 
Ag Update 
Agricultural News 
& Events 
Don D. Miller, Ext. Agent, Chair 
Warder Shires, Ext Agent, Ag 
David Varner, Ext. Agent, Ag 
April 1990 
Train Your Computer! 
The following classes are designed for a maximum of 
10 participants each with a maximum of two people per 
computer. Classes will be taught using IBM compatible 
computers. Call 471-7180 to register. 
Agricultural Software Programs· (April 9, 7 ·1 0 p.m.) 
There are many simple software programs available 
~------------------.. to make the business of farming a littre easier. This 
evening will be spent introducing some ofthese programs 
and actually trying them out on a computer. A copy of the 
programs we explore will be available and is included in 
the registration fee. NOTE: Those attending should be 
somewhat orientated to computer operation. Cost: 
$15.00 per person. 
Musk Thistle Invasions 
Musk thistle is a major headache for many landowners. 
It reduces forage yields by robbing moisture and plant food 
from palatable grasses. Livestock refuse to enter heavily 
infested areas and will not graze close to the spiny plants. 
In the past 30 years, musk thistle has invaded thousands 
of acres of Nebraska pastureland. 
Musk thistles are most susceptible to herbicides when 
they are in the rosette stage. Once the plants bolt and 
begin to send up flowering stalks, treatments become less 
effective. 
In Lancaster County the optimum time to treat musk 
thistles is late April to early May. But, regardless of time, 
make sure spring treatments are applied before stems 
lengthen and rapid plant growth begins. 
Effective herbicide treatments to control musk thistle 
include 2,4-0 at 1.5-2 qt., 1 qt. 2,4-0 with 0.5 pt. Banvel, 
or 6-8 oz. of Tordon 22K. These treatments are the most 
effective at the times mentioned above next to fall treat-
ments. 
More Agricultural News on page 7 
Introduction to Spreadsheets· (April 26, 9 a.m .• 
noon) 
A hands-on introduction to electronic spreadsheets. 
Learn the basic worksheet commands and subcom-
mands and how to move around in the spreadsheet. We 
will write equations and demonstrate the graphics capa-
bilities. Prerequisite: Introductory DOS or experience 
with DOS. Cost: $20.00 per person. 
Spreadsheet Application· Home Records (April 30, 
1 :30 - 4:30p.m.) 
Create a record keeping tool for your home. For those 
who would like to keep track of the perennial home bills 
and revenue. You will design your own record keeping 
system and eliminate the cumbersome task of adding and 
subtracting numbers by hand or calculator. An electronic 
spreadsheet is faster and more accurate. Let the com-
puter do the math for you! Prerequisite: Introduction to 
Spreadsheets. Cost: $25 per person. 
Household Hazardous Waste Collection 
The Lincoln-Lancaster County Health Department has 
scheduled four collection sites and dates for household 
hazardous wastes. All collections will last from 9 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. 
Wednesday, April 18th - Cooperative Extension park-
ing lot, 444 Cherrycreek Road 
Saturday, April 28th - Old Landfill, North 48th Street 
Saturday, May 19th - Lincoln-Lancaster County 
Health Department Parking Lot, 2200 St. Mary's Avenue 
Saturday, June 9th - Holmes Park, Parking Lot #1, 
64th and Normal Blvd. 
Acceptable items include: pesticides, wood pre-
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servatives, thinners, floor and furniture polishes, waxes 
and other solvents, items with PCB's, mercury and house-
hold batteries (excluding vehicle batteries). 
Unacceptable items include:' paint, medicines, 
household cleaners, explosives, antifreeze, automotive 
waste, freon, 2,4,5. T/Silvex, pentachlorophenol, pesti-
cides that have been mixed with water, containers with 
over five gallons of waste, and general household refuse. 
Please place any open or potentially leaking containers 
in plastic bags. Chemicals should be in original container 
with the label intact. Ifthis is impossible, identify and label 
all materials to the best of your knowledge. Do not mix 
chemicals. 
For more information, call the Lincoln-Lancaster 
County Health Department at 471-8022. 
Courtesy of: Richard Slama and Connie Kube, Envri-
on mental Health Division. 
Selecting 
Nozzle 
Tips 
The proper selection 
of a nozzle type and size 
is essential for proper 
pesticide application. 
The nozzle IS a major 
factor in determining the 
amount of spray applied 
to an area, the uniformity 
of application and the 
amount of potential drift. 
Nozzles break the 
liquid into droplets, form 
the spray pattern, and 
propel the droplets in the 
properdirection. Nozzles 
determine the amount of 
spray volume at a given 
operating pressure, 
travel speed, and 
spacing. Drift can be 
minimized by selecting 
nozzles that produce the 
largest droplet size while 
providing adequate 
coverage at the intended 
application rate and 
pressure. 
The adjacent chart 
shows the "best" choice 
of nozzle tips for specific 
spray operations. 
Prevent 
Groundwater 
Contamination 
Groundwater is an es-
sential natural resource. In 
Nebraska 82 percent of all 
citizens and almost 1 00 
percent of rural residents 
rely upon groundwater for 
their source of drinking 
water. 
There are several con-
siderations that influence 
the quality of groundwater 
while using pesticides. If a 
pesticide product is to be 
used, the best way to mini-
mize groundwater contami-
nation is to follow label di-
rections exactly. Avoid an 
insecticide or herbicide 
application to sites other 
than those intended. Pesti-
cides which move away 
from the intended target 
can cause problems in the 
environment. Nontarget 
applications can be caused 
by drift or runoff. Wind 
usually encourages drift, so 
apply pesticides when wind 
is at a minimum. 
Smaller droplets of the 
chemical move easier 
through the air than larger 
droplets. Low sprayer pres-
sures reduce the quantity of 
the small droplets. If the 
label is not followed, the 
control may not be effec-
tive, groundwater contami-
nation risks are greater, and 
you may be violating the 
law. 
continued on page 7 
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Atrazine to be Restricted-Use 
The Environmental Protection Agency has classified 
atrazine for restricted use, which limits its sale to and use 
by certified applicators or persons undertheirdirect super-
vision. EPA's action along with numerous additional label 
amendment was taken in response to a vo\unta'Y request 
by the technical registrants of atrazine in an effort to re-
duce worker exposure and point-source ground water 
contamination. 
All technical and end-use products released for ship-
ment must have amended labels after September 1 , 1990. 
The restrictions would not apply to lawn care products with 
less than 2 percent atrazine active ingredient. The 
atrazine label will provide the following statements: 
Users are required to wear long sleeve shirts and long 
pants or equivalent, chemical resistant gloves, and water-
proof boots. In addition, persons involved in mixing! 
loading operations are required to use chemical resistant 
rubber or neoprene gloves and a face shield or goggles. 
Ground water contamination may be reduced by diking 
and flooring of permanent liquid bulk storage sites with an 
impermeable material. 
This product may not be mixed/loaded orused within 50 
feet of all wells including abandoned wells, drainage wells, 
and sink holes. 
Do not apply this product through any type of irrigation 
system. 
Postemergence application to com and sorghum must 
be made before reaching 12 inches in height. 
The maximum application rate for corn and sorghum is 
3 Ibs. active ingredient per acre per calendar year. 
Formulators of solely end-use products must submit to 
the EPA revised labeling for their end-use products by 
June 1 , 1990 for label approval. About 150 end-use labels 
exist. 
Establish Wildlife Food Sources 
In many areas, food for wildlife can be very critical. This 
is especially true during severe winter storm periods. 
Heavy snows often cover natural food sources or waste 
agricultural grains, and it becomes unavailable for wildlife 
use. Because of heavy snows that prevent access to 
feeding locations, artificial feeding of wildlife is very difficult 
and often impossible. 
It is much wiser to plan ahead, and establish food 
sources that will be available for wildlife use. 
The Nebraska Cooperative Extension hasJree wildlife 
food plot seed mix available to establish wildlife food plots. 
There is enough seed in each bag to establish a 1/3 acre 
size food plot (14,520 square feed or rough Iy a square area 
120.5 feet X 120.5 feet). 
Food plots should be located fairly close to good winter 
cover, so that wildlife will not have to travel very far to feed. 
In other words, locate the kitchen fairly close to the 
bedroom or living room. Plots should also be planted in 
areas that are restricted to livestock. Wildlife will not reap 
the benefits of a food plot if cattle have already eaten it, or 
it has been trampled to the ground. 
.To obtain the wildlife food plot seed,. stc;>P by the 
University of Nebraska Cooperative ExtenSion In Lancas-
ter County. 
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• 4-H EJ7ents: 
Upcoming Events 
• Practice Home Ec Judging - Thursday, June 14 
• Looking Your Best - Practice Style Rewe - Tues-
day, . 
June 26 
Teen Council to Meet, 
New Members Needed 
If you are at least 12 years of age we need your help with 
upcoming fair activities. Sunday, April 22 at 2:30 p.m. 
Teen CoUncil will meet to set up committees and start 
planning activities for the summer months. An Easter Egg 
Hunt is planned for fun and fellowship. If you would like to 
know more about Teen Council, contact Mike Schepers, 
president, at 488-6113. 
Tbe Cloverline 
4-H News and Events 
Maureen Burson 
Extension Agent, 4-H 
Lorene Bartos 
Kevin Koch 
Kerensa C. Darnall 
Extension Assistants. 4-H 
• Home Ec., Horticuhure, Computer Judging -
Thursday, July 26 
• Practice Demonstration Day - Thursday, 
July 12, 1 p.m. 
Moms and Daughters Retreat 
reprinted from tbe Sept. 5, 1989 Lincoln Journal 
• Music Contest, Friday, August 3, 7 p.m. Kimball Hall, 
UNL Campus 
• Style Rewe Judging, August 1, First Lutheran 
Church 
Learn How to Exhibit 
Leaders, parents and older 4-H members are encour-
aged to attend the "How to Exhibit" meetinQ, Thursday, 
May 17 at 9:30 a.m. or 7 p.m., Participants will receive an 
update on county fair exhibits, what the judge looks for in 
an exhibit, how to display items for the fair and how to fill 
out entry tags and forms. All areas except livestock will be 
covered. For more information call Lorene. 
For fifth- and sixth-grade 
girls, preteen years can be 
full of questions, peer pres-
sure and confusion. An 
upcoming retreat, "Growing 
Up Female," for girls and 
their female parenVadu It, 
will address those issues 
and more. 
The retreat, which was 
first held last April, was de-
veloped by the Douglas and 
Lancaster County Exten-
sion services as a response 
to growing community con-
By Kathryn Cates Moore, Lincoln Journal 
cerns for the well-being of be ''too much like schooL" 
their young people, accord- Both were hoping it would 
ing to Maureen Burson, not be embarrassing. 
extension agent, 4-H. The format of separate 
Fifty-five participants presentations for moms 
spent two days in a variety and daughters lets each 
of group and individual ses- group be honest about their 
sions designed to improve questions and answers. 
communication skills, build Questions can even be 
self-esteem and focus on given in writing forthose too 
family values. shy to speak up. 
The results, based on Burson had a list of ques-
feedback and evaluations, tions from the youth who 
exceeded expectations, participated in the sexuality 
according to Burson. portion of the spring retreat. 
l84-H Animal News 
They found that mothers They included, "How old 
and daughters felt they had should you be before you go 
significantly increased their steady?" and "Could two Enter 4-H Broiler Proiect Now! levels of communication eggs come down at the 
dI and understanding. They same time?" 
Sheep Tagging 
Days Set 
Four-H'ers interested in raising and showing market 
broilers need to enter soon. Entry forms and project guide-
lines are available atthe extension office. Completed entry 
forms must be returned by May 15. 
Four-H'ers will buy 20 broiler chicks. The chicks will 
arrive the end of June. A pen of three will be shown at the 
fair. For more information call Kevin. 
felt they had a better sense Another session focused 
of their own family values on dilemmas the family 
and trust. There was also might face and what their 
an increase in knowledge responses might be. 
about human sexuality. Herms said she was pleas-
Becky Herms and her antly surprised that she and 
two daughters, Mary Lee her girls seemed to be on 
All 4-H market lambs 
must be tagged on one of 
the two tag9ing days. 
The first tagging day will 
be Saturday, May 26 
from 9 a.m. to noon. The 
second day will be Tues-
day, June 12 from 6:30 
p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Both 
tagging sessions will take 
plaqe at the fairgrounds. 
We will also be weighing 
lambs forthe county rate-
of-gain contest. 
and Lanita, then fifth-and the right track with most Rabbit Raisers Set Spring Show sixth-graders, attended last issues. 
_spring'S retreat. 'We didn't Herms. who is an electri-
Explore the fun of rabbit raising, be a part of our show! 
Star City Rabbit Raisers 4-H Club Spring Show will be held 
Saturday, April 28 at the extension office. The show 
begins at 1 p.m. and should be over by 6 p.m. 
Entry forms are available at the extension office or you 
may call: Suz; Kruce at 464-8924 or Kathy Humann at 
489-0883. 
This show is open to a1l4-H youth and other youth ages 
8-18. Preregistration deadline is April 14, 1990. _ 
4-H Horse Events 
Pre-District Shows classes atthe 1990 Lancas-
ter County Fair have been 
changed to be similar to the 
County Fair Open Class 
Horse Show. There will be 
three classes for: begin-
ning, intermediate and ad-
vanced riders. All jumps on 
the course will be the same 
height and set according to 
the level of jumping skills. 
Four-H club leaders will 
have complete information 
soon. 
Trail Awareness Day 
officials to continue the de-
velopment ofthe network of 
trails throughout Lincoln 
and Lancaster County. 
These trails serve bicy-
clists, volkswalkers and 
nature hikers, as well as 
horse trailriders. The Trail 
Blitz Day will begin at 10 
a.m. and will involve a 14 
mile trail ride through the 
Wilderness Park. The 
starting location will be 
announced later. 
have any idea what to ex- cian for Burlington North-
pect." Mrs. Herms said. ern, works from 4 p.m. to 
Mary Lee and Lanita had midnight. During the school 
no idea what the weekend year, on work days, she 
would hold. Mary Lee said sees her daughters for a 
she was hoping it would not brief time in the morning 
4-H VIPS Needed 
We need volunteers to serve on 4-H VIPS committees 
for the following groups: Rabbits, Cats, Dogs, Household 
Pets (gerbils, hamsters, parakeets, etc.). Dairy Goats and 
Dairy Cattle. 
All interested parents and leaders are encouraged to 
join. VIPS (Volunteers in Program Services) are very 
Important to our respective 9roups. The groups don't 
meet very often, but their service is vital to events such as 
the County Fair, species workshops, shows and fundrais-
ing. 
If you are interested in servin~ as a VIPS member, 
please call Kerensa at the extension office. 
Class Changes 
and often only for a few 
minutes in the afternoon. 
The retreat, for her, was 
a perfect opportunity to 
spend some uninterrupted 
time with them. "It was hard 
to go back home," she said. 
Burson said they wanted 
to try several types of for-
mats and found some 
worked better than others. 
In one seSSion, mothers 
advised other mothers on 
solutions to day-to-day 
stressors. Other topics in-
cluded the age at which kids 
should begin dating and 
how to spend family free 
time together. 
Burson said the retreat 
included all kinds of parents 
and kids from a variety of 
income levels and situ-
ations. One mother e63 
attended with her 11-year-
old because she had two 
other teen-parent daugh-
ters at home. She was 
hoping to break the cycle. 
The next Growing . Up 
Female retreat will take 
place May 5-6, 1990 at the 
Eastern Nebraska 4-H Cen-
ter in Gretna. Call Maureen 
at the extension office for 
more information. 
"Yes We Can" 
County Leaders Forum 
There is still time to regis-
ter for the April 21 County 
Leaders Forum, to be held 
from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
A $3 fee covers materials 
and lunch. 
'Working with Youth" will 
be the keynote address by 
Gary Gerhard, extension 
specialist, 4-H. Other work-
shops include "Effective 
Meetings," "Cooperation 
vs. Competition," "Demon-
strations, Speeches and il-
lustrated Talks," "There's 
More to 4-H Than ... ," "Sur-
vival Gu ide to Record Keep-
ing" and "People as Re-
sources." 
Brochures and registra-
tion forms are available at 
the extension office. All 
leaders, parents and teen 
leaders are invited to at-
tend. 
There will be two shows 
this year instead of one. 
The English classes will be 
held on Thursday, May 31 
and the Western classes 
will be held on Tuesday, 
June 5. Both shows will be 
held at the Capital City 
Arena· at North 14th and 
Waverly Road. These 
shows are deSigned to pre-
pare 4-H riders for competi-
tion atthedistrict show. The 
two classes included at both 
shows are pleasure and 
horsemanship (equitation). 
Each exhibitor will ride indi-
vidually on the rail to deter-
mine group riding classifica-
tion. Red ribbon riders will 
make a group workout to 
upgrade to blue ribbons. All 
blue ribbon riders compete 
for purple ribbons and tro-
phies. This is excellent 
preparation and all 4-H rid-
ers are invited to compete 
even if they are not old 
enough to enter districts 
this year. 
District Show in Lincoln 
An invitation is ex-
tended to aIl4-H'ers, lead-
ers and families to partici-
pate in this year's Trail Blitz 
Day set for April 28. This 
annu~1 event is sponsored 
by the Great PlainS Trails 
Network to - promote trail 
awareness by all types of 
users. It is also held to 
encourage city, county and 
Natural Resources District 
Contact your 4-H club 
leader or the extension of-
fice for entry registration 
forms. Riders are required 
to provide their own horse 
and are encouraged to en-
ter before April 14. Thecost 
is $6, which includes a T-
shirt. After April 14, the 
registration fee is $10. For 
more information contact 
Margo Ems, 786-2962 after 
7 p.m. 
4-H Rabbit VIPS Committee to 
Meet and Evaluate County 
Award Interviews 
Announced for State Fair 
4-H Sheep Show 
The4-H Rabbit VIPS committee will meet April 19at7:30 
p.m. All interested parents and leaders are invited to 
attend. If any 4-H Rabbit project members wish to sched-
ule interviews during this meeting, to pass County Level 
Awards, call Jean Slocum at 797-5715. Please call Jean 
before April 15 to schedule your interview. 
AK-SAR-BEN Update 
The District 4-H Horse 
Qualification Show will be 
held on June 20 at the 
Wranglers Arena in South-
west Lincoln. AII4-H Horse 
project members wishing to 
compete in state and inter-
state level II shows must 
qualify at a district show. 
Entry forms are available 
from club leaders and must 
be retumedtothe extension 
office by June 1. 
AK-SAR-BEN has changed the minimum age forexhib-
New Jumping Classes at itors for 1990. Exhibitors must be at least 10 years old. 
County Horse exhibitors must be 12 years old. For a full list of 1990 
The English jumping show changes contact your club leaders. 
There are no changes for 
market lambs or the sheep 
lead classes at the State 
Fair. 
Dorset ewe lambs born 
after September 1, 1989 
can be shown as breeding 
ewe lambs. All other breeds 
must be born after January 
1, 1990 to be shown in 
breeding ewe lamb classes. 
All ewe lambs must have all 
lamb teeth present. 
Dorset ewes born after 
September 1, 1988 are eli-
gible to show in yearling 
classes. All other breeds 
must be born after January 
1, 1989 to be shown in year-
ling ewe classes. Yearling 
ewes can have yearling 
teeth present but cannot 
have two year old teeth 
showing. All breeding ewes 
will be mouthed for age. 
Breeding ewes must be 
registered and ear tagged. 
Ewes shown in breeding 
classes must be registered 
with the respective breed 
associations by entry date, 
and have a flock tag and 
registration tag. If a regis-
tration tag is not required by 
the breed association, an 
official Nebraska 4-H tag 
must be in the ear of the 
sheep. A two tag identifica-
tion system will be required. 
The ffock tag plus the regis-
tration tag and/or 4-H tag 
must be listed on the breed-
ing sheep I D affidavit. Flock 
tag numbers must beonthe 
registrati~n papers. 
PIlge6 April 1990 The Nebline 
Cornicopia Award Entries 
Plan now to enter your garden in the ''Cornucopia 
Gardening Award" program. Four-H'ers can enter in the 
vegetable or flower categories. Twice during the garden-
ing season judges will come out to the garden site and 
evaluate it in the areas of planting design, cultural prac-
tices, pest control, gardening knowledge and gardening 
records. There is a junior division (9-12 years old) and a 
senior division (13-19 years old) in each of the two 
gardening categories - vegetables and flowers. Four 
awards will be presented at the end of the gardening 
season. This program is a lot of fun and a great way to 
learn more about gardening. For competition rules and 
entry blanks, contact Don Janssen atthe extension office, 
471-7180. All competing gardens have to be preregis-
tered by May 1, 1990. 
Teach Children to be Creative 
International Hosts Needed 
Consider hosting a young person in one of the follow-
ing 4-H International Exchange Programs. 
4-H/LABO - 12 - 19 year aids and adult chaperones 
approximately July 25 - August 25. In the eastern half of 
the state. 
4-H/LABO - High school age youth, for the year-long 
program, July 25, 1990 through June 1991. We will assist 
In school arrangements. 
CAPS- High school age youth, June 9, 1990 - Febru-
ary 26, 1991. We will assist with high school arrange-
ments. Young people will receive an allowance. 
I FYE Representative - 19 - 25 year olds, for a month-
long stay from about August through December. 
As a parent, one of the nicest gifts you can give your 
child is a chance to think and act creatively. 
Creative thinking simply means looking at situations 
and seeing them differently or exploring a variety of pos-
sibilities. It means "wondering why" and being able to 
think of more than a single way of doing things. 
Children have the ability to be creative. They are 
adaptable and imaginative, ready to learn and eager to 
apply new knowledge. And, if you encourage it, they will 
willingly teach themselves. 
Jean Piaget, who developed the current theories about 
how children learn, said, "Every time we teach a child 
something, we keep him from inventing it himself." Piaget 
was a believer in providing an environment for learnmg 
with appropriate materials and then letting children ex-
plore, touch, taste and discover on their own. 
It is in this environment that creativity can flourish. 
Piaget recommends that a parent who wants a child to 
explore art, should give him or her the art materials, paper 
and a comfortable spot to work, leaving the child to draw, 
scribble, mix colors, make forms, designs or whatever, to 
be creative. 
If on the other hand, you give them a box of crayons and 
a coloring book, they might just color all the pictures, using 
appropriate colors, such as green for trees and even learn 
to color within the lines at an early age. But they won't 
develop creativity. 
Parents often say that they want to teach a child to be 
creative, but when they sit down to work with a child, the 
session ends up being a disaster. Teaching your own 
child can be a difficult job, so do it the creative way by 
backing off and letting them learn some things on their 
own. They will probably teach you how they learn best. 
Piaget gave these tips for allowing creative minds to 
develop: 
- Ask questions that let imaginations run wild - not those 
that have right and wrong answers. Try a "what would 
happen if?" approach. 
- Encourage exploration, experimentation, curiosity. 
When they ask you for answers, try to give several 
possibilities. Don't hesitate to say, "I'm not sure" or "Let's 
explore some more." 
- Let them take part in activities that promote use of 
imagination and fantasy. Possibilities include theater, 
storytelling, art, music and camping with summer educa-
tional programs. They will be exposed to a wide variety of 
interesting people. . 
- Loosen up your lifestyle Spend time adding variety to 
your life. Take a different route home, cook something 
unusual, make up stories for the kids. Research shows 
that creative children usually have creative parents, not 
because parents taught them how to be creative, but 
because the environment they lived in let them be so. 
If your child becomes more creative, he may be unlike 
many of his peers, but he will be confident, less inhibited, 
open to new ideas and insights, be ableto entertain himself 
well and be less self-critical. Moreover, he'll be just the 
kind of adult the world needs - a creative problem solver 
and decision maker. u73 
IFYE Ambassador - 15 - 19 year aids, groups of 6 - 15 
for about a 2 - 4 week stay. Dates are not set, but are 
during the summer months. Young Families Struggle Financially 
For more information, contact the extension office. 
4·H Camp - Summertime Fun 
Young families today are struggling financially. According to a report prepared by the Children's Defense Fund and 
Northeastern University's Center for Labor Market Studies, the median earnings of families under 30 were 36 percent 
lower in 1987 than in 1973, after adjusting for inflation. That means half of these families make more than that amount, 
while half make less. 
Camp Recruiters are ready to share their enthusiasm 
about 4-H camp with your clubs. These 4-H'ers have 
attended camp and know what fun camp is. Call Kathleen 
Higley, 4-Hcamprecruitercoordinator, at 489-7661 to set 
up a club visit. A camp registration form and details about 
camp are included in thiS NEBLINE. Additional camp 
flyers are available at the extension office. 
While the poverty rate for all families between 1973 and 1987 rose from 9 percent to 11 percent, the rate for families 
under age 30 jumped from 12 percent to 22 percent. Families with children are in the worst situation. 
While the poverty rate increased from 4.9 percent to 5.7 percent for young families without children, it leaped from 16 
percent to 30 percent for young families. In 1973, one in five children lived in poverty. In 1987, one in three children 
lived in poverty. . 
Possible causes noted by the report include changes in household structure including more young families headed by 
single women, a decline in higher-paying manufacturing jobs, and increasing part-time and temporary work. 
Source: American Demographics, February 1990 -
Take a Friend - Make a Friend 
, GO TO 4-H CAMP ACU'lnu Ct.., 
4-H Membership is NOT required to attend these camps. ---
4-H Camps at the Eastern Nebraska 4-H Center near Gretna are summer adventures that allow your child to have an 
experience of a lifetime. 4-H Camp allows your child to become more independent, build sefl-confidence and self-worth, 
discover new recreaional skills and develop a sense oflove and respect for others as well as the out-or-doors. 
If you' d like to see your son or daughter enjoying the fun and excitement of summer camp, help put them in a position 
to do so. Enroll them with a friend in a 4-H Camp. All camps are overnight sessions. Check in and release times are 
indicated. 
RAIDERS OF THE DEEP 
June 4-7, 1990 
5:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. 
The chance of a lifetime! Join the 
growing number of boys and girls who 
have caught a trout for the first time. 
We want you at the end of the line 
when that big trout grabs the bait and 
tries to shake the hook loose. 
There will be lots of time to fish and 
time to learn more about fishing. You 11 
also enjoy meeting new friends, discov-
ering new trails, and becoming a part of 
a great fishing-experience. 
We'll provide the equipment, or you 
can bring your own. 
(Registration fee includes trout per-
mit at Two Rivers State Park, your bait, 
and transportation to and from lakes.) 
mGH ADVENTURE CAMPS I &: IT 
·June 11-14, &: July 9-12, 1990 
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 
Come to this one-of-a-kind camp and 
discover the adventure of walking on 
wires, campmg outdoors overnight, ca-
noeing. backpacking, and many other 
chanllenges. 
ITS FOR THE BIRDS 
June 15-17, 1990 
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 
Watch a bird bander in action. Learn 
how to construct a bird blind. See how 
you can attract birds to your backyard. 
This camp focuses on the creatures of 
the air. It will also include a trip to 
North America's largest aviary at the 
Henry Doorly Zoo. 
OUTDOOR SKILLS CAMP 
·June 18-21, 1990 
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 
This outdoor adventure camp (14 years 
old and under) will feature a canoe trip 
down the Platte River stopping at vari-
ous points along the way to learn about 
nature and our environment. 
Campers may also experience a back-
packing venture where they'll get ac-
quainted with the forest and its unique 
characteristics. 
Another feature of this fun filled camp 
will include ''Project Adventure" where 
campers will find "Challenge by Choice" 
something they will remember for a life-
time. 
SPOTLIGHT ON TALENTS 
·June 25-28, 1990 
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 
This camp is for creative individuals 
interested in exploring new talents or 
hobbies. 
A variety of art and craft workshops 
will be featured. Offerings may include 
photography, music, bubble-magic, bal-
loon art. juggling, kites, and other crafts. 
Why not plan to share these exciting 
experiences with a special friend. 
FIRST TIMERS 
June 29-30, 1990 
10:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m. 
This day and a half long camp isjam.-
packed full of activities designed to in-
troduce 8-10 yearolds to camp. 
SUMMER SAFARI 
July 1-3, 1990 
2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Discover the spirit of the wild as we 
explore the. habitat and behavior of 
Nebraska's wildlife. Add to your experi-
ences with canoeing, shooting sports, 
and a trip to the Omaha Henry Doorly 
Zoo. 
Bring your binoculars and your pith 
helmet and we'll see you there. 
SPORTS CAMP 
July 5-7, 1990 
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 
Come to this special sports camp and 
try your skill at the various activities 
planned for this unique adventure. 
Volleyball, basketball, and softball 
will be a part of this special camp. And if 
you haven't had an opportunity to play 
soccer, this is your chance to learn. 
Team and individual activities are 
planned so each participant will have an 
opportunity to choose hislher specialty. 
DISCOVERY CAMPS I & n 
July 13-15 & July 21-23, 1990 
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 
Discover the magic that awaits you 
at these unique outdoor adventure camps. 
The magic of sunshine and new friends, 
of gentle breezes whispering through 
the forest, of campfires and skits - all 
add a special touch to these exciting fun-
filled camps. 
4-H INTERNATIONAL CAMP 
·July 25-27, 1990 
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 
International foods, culture, games, 
language studies, speakers, and sports 
will be shared by 12-18 year old youths 
from Japan and other ~ntries at this 
special camp. 
An outstanding opportunity for all 
Nebraska youth to enjoy the friendship 
of youth from other lands. 
All cancellantions are subject to a $10.00 processing fee. 
"'Transportation provided for $5 roundtrip to camps indicated. 
19904-H CAMP REGISTRATION FORM 
Please Print 
County ______________ _ 
Cam~r~Name _____________ _ 
_Boy_. Girl Age, Jan. 1, 1990 ________ _ 
Address ______ -,--_______ _ 
City ______ State __ Zip _____ _ 
Phone Number ____________ _ 
Please Ust: ______ -,--_______ _ 
Allergies ______________ _ 
Special Medications __________ _ 
last Tetanus Shot ___________ _ 
Doctor's Name ____________ _ 
Doctor's Phone Number _____ ~----
I hereby give permission for the child named abOve to attend the 
Eastern Nebraska 4'H Center, and authorize necessary emergency 
treatment In case of acddent or injury. 
Signature of Parent/Guardian 
If parent/guardian cannot be reached in case of emergency, call:: 
Name _______________ ___ 
Phone ( 
. 'want to room with ____________ _ 
('List one roommate only and registrations must come in together.) 
Check camp (s) you are registering for: 
June 4-7 . Raiders of the Deep 
June 11-14 High Adventure 
June 15-17 It's for the Birds 
June 18-21 
June 25-28 
June 29-30 
July 1-3 
July 5-7 
July 9-12 
July 13-15 
Jl.Ily 21-23 
July 25-27 
Outdoor skills 
Spotlight on Talents 
First Timers 
Summer Safari 
Sports Camp 
High Adventure II 
Discovery I 
Discovery II 
International Camp 
_$61 
_-$61 
_$51 
_$61 
_$61 
_$30 
_$51 
_$46 
_$61 
_$46 
_$46 
_$46 
Total Endosed $ ____ _ 
*Transportation-payable at Departure _$5 
Registration received two weeks before the camp session begins will 
be confirmed. Since many camps will be filled before the scheduled 
date, we cannot guarantee space for Walk-ins or last minute registra-
tions. fee is required at time of registration. Make checks payable to 
Eastern Nebraska 4-H Center_ 
Return to: 
University of Nebraska Cooperative 
Extension in Lancaster County 
444 Cherrycreek Road 
Uncoln, NE 68528 
Phone: 471-7180 
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Eating Disorders continued ... 
as an initial step in prevention: 
- Help young people feel good about themselves. Offer 
encouragement often. 
- Avoid insisting on perfection in young people. Avoid 
comparing children within a family. 
- Teach the bas,ics of good nutrition and exercise early in 
life. Reinforce the basics by setting a good example. 
- Consider crisis moments in a teenager's life. Be 
available to talk. Be supportive. 
- Oon't needlessl\, encourage a young person to lose 
weight. Communicate your love to your adolescent re-
gardless of how much he or she weighs. 
-If an adolescent wants to diet, find out why. Then seek 
helpful ways to deal with their needs. 
-If extra weight is a problem, seek professional guidance. 
Remember that adolescence is a growth period. Most 
individuals will grow out of their fatness with sound, 
moderate eating habits and exercise. 
For a free fact sheet on this topic, send a self-ad-
dressed, stamped envelope to: Eating Disorders 
ABCs of Humidifiers 
Many families use humidifiers to increase the comfort 
of their dry homes. If you are considering purchasing a 
humidifier, you may.find the choices a bit confusing. 
Humidifiers today are available in three basic types - a 
console, a cool mist atomizer and a steam vaporizer. 
Console humidifiers have a porous fiber or foam filter 
pad which is moistened either by rotation through a water 
reservoir or by having water pumped onto it. Dry air is 
forced simultaneously through the wet pad by a fan. This 
air then picks up the evaporating water. The moisturized 
air flows out the front or top of the unit and spreads 
throughout the home. In most consoles, a humidistat 
automatically turns a unit off and on to maintain the 
desired degree of moisturization. 
The second option, cool-mist atomizers, throw tiny 
water droplets into room's air. If the water is hard, the 
minerals may deJ?Osit a fine white dust on furnishings. 
Ultrasonic humidifiers use a small electronic component 
called a transducer to turn water into mist. Thetransducer 
vibrates a small, dime-sized disk churning up the water 
into a fine cool mist. The vibration is so rapid that you can't 
hear it. 
The third option, steam vaporizers, add moisture to 
the air by boiling the water. For safety's sake, a steamer 
should be unplugged during refills. One of the advan-
tages of using steam vaponzers is that the heat will kill 
potential bacteria and fungi which can be found in humidi-
fiers. 
Ann Dellenbarger, extension specialist in housing, 
says to select the type of humidifier that best meets your 
preferences. All humidifiers need regular maintenance to 
work well. Be sure to change the water often, cleaning the 
holding tank with a mild detergent and water solution. At 
the end of the season, the filter pad in console humidifiers 
should be cleaned. Gently squeeze a mild solution of 
water and vinegar through the pad to remove mineral 
. deposits and dust that accumlate. 
,(HEG88-225); UN-L Cooperative Extension in Lancaster 
County, % Alice Henneman, 444 Cherrycreek Road, Ann Dellenbarger, Ph.D. 
Lincoln, NE 68528. Extension housing and home interior specialist 
T?r"--~i:A 
Nutrition Facts ':11, 
~, 
'':;'~ .. ,::::::); ... :.,-~-..:...:;......~~,:-_--=.::.1..'::-C-·:::-:::::::--:::''-::-'~=~:::-=·~~.~: :.... 
Did you know that? 
• as blood cholesterol levels increase, the risk of develop-
ing coronary heart disease increases, too. 
• 3/4 of American adults exercise 2 or more times per 
week. 
• more than half of all adult Americans have blood choles-
terollevels of 200 or greater, which places them at an 
increased risk for coronary heart disease. 
• not all calories are the same~ Research shows that the 
fats you eat are easily converted to fat in the body, 
whereas carbohydrates require more enerQY to be con-
verted to fat,and are used by the body primarily as an 
energy source. 
• the average adult eats only 11 grams of fiber a day -
much less than the 20 - 35 recommended grams. 
• something to keep in mind before starting another diet -
with each successive diet, it takes twice as long to lose 
weight each time, yet only one third the time to regain lost 
weight back again. 
• cholesterol is found only in foods of animal origin. 
• Americans spend more than $5 billion a· year on diet 
books, products, and foods to try to lose weight. 
• only exercise, along with a healthy diet builds muscles. 
• saturated fat raises blood cholesterol levels more than 
anything else you eat. 
• food labels list ingredients by weight, with the largest 
amount first. Limit the use of foods that list fat or oil first, 
or that list several fat ingredients. 
• 1/2 cup of granola has as much hidden fat as 1 raised 
doughnut. 
• crash diets have a 2-year success rate of only 2 to 5%. 
• reducing fat intake doesn't mean you can't enjoy eating 
out any more. Look forfoods that are steamed, poached, 
broiled or fresh. Ask that the sauce be left off your 
sandwich or entree and for salad dressing to be served on 
the side. Try fresh fruit, angel food cake, lowfat frozen 
yogurt, or fruit ices for dessert. . 
• no food or pill can burn up fat. The only way to lose body 
fat is to eat less and exercise more. 
• one ounce of fat in food has twice as many calories as 
an ounce of protein or carbohydrate. 
• when you go on a very low calorie diet, your body slows 
down the speed at which it burns calories. 
• when you decrease the amount of total fat you eat, you 
are likely to reduce the amount of saturated fat and 
calories in you r diet as well. 
Source of information: American Dietetic Association. 
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Groundwater Contamination 
(continued from page 4) 
Mix and calibrate the pesticide accurately. Measure 
the pesticide before adding it to the spray tank. Mix only 
the quantity that is needed to do the job. Do not apply at 
rates beyond what is recommended. The rates have 
been determined to be at that level for maximum effective-
ness. Equipment calibration should be done carefully and 
often enough to know the quantity of application is accu-
rate. 
Take all possible precautions to prevent spills and 
accidents while handling and applying pestiCides. This 
starts with knowing your equipment and keeping it in good 
operational condition. Prevent back-siphoning by keep-
ing the end of the hose that supplies water to the spray 
tank above the water level at all times. 
Triple rinse empty pesticide containers and place the 
rinse water into the spray tank. Dispose of empty contain-
ers properly. Do not casually discard of the empty 
containers, dispose of them according to label instruc-
tions. 
Know and use Integrated Pest Management (IPM) 
programs in the control of pests. These programs con-
sider several alternatives to controlling pests so that the 
environment is protected and the control measure is 
economically sound. Examples of IPM programs are crop 
rotation, using pest resistant crop varieties and careful 
pest scouting methods to evaluate the need for the right 
control method. . 
N 0-Till Drill 
Expo/Planter Clinic 
On May 1 0, farmers will have the opportunity to see ten 
no-till drills at work. A demonstration of the drills will begin 
at 10:30 a.m. at the Rogers Farm followed by a planter 
clinic. 
These drills will demonstrate planting soybeans into 
soybean and sorghum stubble. Dnlls scheduled to appear 
include United Farm Tool, Acra Plant, Tye, John Deere, 
Haybuster, Great Plains, Crustbuster, GT, La ndtracker, 
Case IH, and Yetter. 
At 1 :30 the planter clinic will b~in. Adjustments, 
features and reSidue handling capabilities will be pointed 
out and discussed on several planters. 
Directions - (From Lincoln: 8 miles east on Hwy 34 to 
176th, 2 miles north to Adams Street and 1/2 mile east; 
From Eagle: 2 miles westto 19Oth, 2 miles north to Adams 
Street and 1/2 mile west). 
Living With Children May Be Hazardous to Your Health 
There is a link between 
stress and health prob-
,Iems. Ulcers, high blood 
pressure and other physi-
cal conditions have been 
related to the amount of 
stress experienced by an 
individual. 
tic parenting experience 
begins. 
A popular measure of 
personal stress contains 
several items that relate to 
parenthood, including 
changes in sleeping pat-
terns, adding a new family 
member, changes in fi-
nances and changes in the 
health of a family member. 
This measure is one that 
links high stress scores to 
physical illness. This does 
not necessarily mean that 
your children are making 
you sick, although they do 
expose you to an array of 
diseases and germs. 
If y.ou do choose to make 
sacnfices, and every par-
ent does, it is best not to 
expect thanks. 
To maintain your own 
physical and mental health 
some selfishness may be 
required. Recognize that 
you do not need to be avail-
able to your children 24 
hours a day. Some studies 
have found that babies who 
spend all day with their 
mothers find thei r fathers to 
be much more interesting. 
A Taxing Time 
According to author Dol-
ores Curren, children, their 
behavior, diSCipline prob-
lems and sibling fighting 
are among the ten most 
stressful things experi-
enced by families. This is 
consistent with most of the 
research on parenting. 
So if you have found that 
the arrival of children has 
changed your life, you are 
absolutely right. 
Most new parents go 
through a predictable re-
sponse to the arrival of a 
child. The first three to four 
months after birth often 
seems like a baby honey-
moon. Par~nts are curious 
about every developmen-
tal change. Visits to the 
pediatrician ,are viewed 
almost as a competition. 
'What height and weight 
~rcentiles are your child 
In?" Whenallthisattention 
slows down, a more realis-
What it does suggest is 
that being a good parent 
requires a lot of time and 
energy. 
A prerequisite for being 
a good parent is taking care 
of yourself, physically and 
emotionally. 
Giving up everything 
for your ctlildren can be a 
thankless task. Young chil-
dren aren't aware of what 
you are giving up, and most 
teenagers don't care. In 
fact, one teenage son re-
sponds with, 'Who asked 
you to?". 
Go out occasionally; 
your child may like tne 
break as much as you do. 
Getting enough sleep 
and exercise are Important 
to being a healthy' parent. 
One daycare family enjoys 
it when their girls are invited 
to their grandparents lake 
home. While the children 
are gone, mom and dad 
catch up on rest, golf and 
each other. 
Children are important 
components of our fami-
lies. In order to provide the 
best possible environment 
for them, parents need to 
take care of their own 
needs too. 
Are you tired of the old 
routine of searching for lost 
records needed to com-
plete income tax filings? 
Do you struggle every year 
about this time to pull to-
gether what perhaps has 
never been done? Would 
your CPA appreciate a little 
more organization on your 
part throughout the year? 
If you answered yes to 
one or all of these ques-
tions then you need to sit 
down and discipline your-
self to keep up-ta-date and 
accurate records. ,There 
are many methods of doing 
this. 
The Nebraska Coop-
erative Extension "Blue 
Book" for keeping records 
is available at your local 
extension office. Support 
is also available from the 
Nebraska Farm Business 
Association and the Ne-
braska Farm and Ranch 
Record Keeping and 
Analysis Pr~ram. For 
more information on these 
opportunities, call Dave at 
471-7180. 
Save Your Family From Fire 
Smoke detectors 
greatly reduce the risk of 
fire deaths in the home. A 
properly installed and 
maintained smoke detec-
tor combined with a home 
fire escape plan will save 
lives,' according to Bill 
Montz, Jr. of the Southeast 
Rural Fire Department. 
With a smoke detec-
tor, you've reduced by 50 
percent the chances that 
you or a loved one will die in 
a fire. Smoke detectors 
normally provide the first 
warning in about 40 per-
cent of all reported home 
fires. 
Each family should 
have a fire escape plan. 
Training family members 
to remember to always 
keep low and under the 
smoke is the first st.ep. 
Alternate ways out of each 
room and the house should 
be talked about with family 
members. 
Montz encourages 
home owners to install de-
tectors. It takes only a few 
minutes to make the instal-
lation. Montz' advice, "It's 
one of the simplest and 
smartest things you'll ever 
do". 
On-tbe-Grow 
Horticulture News 
Continued from 
page 2 
The Americ~n Chestnut 
Still Might Make'A Comeback 
The dream of blight-resistant American chestnuts is 
probably closer to fulfillment now than at any time since 
the EnOOthia fungus arrived on this continent. Research 
projects abound and enthusiasm is running high. There 
IS even an American Chestnut Foundation devoted to 
supporting breeding work. One of the most promising 
avenues of research is hybridizing, to transfer the blight 
resistance of Asian chestnuts to the American species. 
Already, crosses of American and Chinese chestnuts are 
available commercially; unfortunately, these do not pos-
sess all of the features of the original American chestnut. 
The chances seem very gooCl for development within 
the next few years of a blight-resistant hybrid chestnut 
essentially indistinguishable from the native American 
species. 
Copper Painted Pots For Reduced Transplanting Stress 
Last year, horticulturists at Ohio State University 
revealed the main secret of their method fortremendously 
accelerating tree seedling growth: - pots painted on the 
inside with white latex paint containing copper carbonate 
(concentration: about 3.5 ounces per quart of paint). The 
copper halts elongation of roots upon contact, thus elimi-
nati~ the need for mechanical root pruning when trans-
planting. The trauma of replanting is minimized. 
Copper-painted pots are cheaper and easier to use 
than other kinds of copper barriers (such as screening) 
designed to promote fibrous roots. Herbaceous seed-
lings, as well as trees and shrubs, might benefit from this 
technique. 
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Nebline Feedback Form 
In order to best serve our subscribers, this form will 
appear in every issue of the Nebline. You can use this 
form to: 
1.~ange your address and/or order a subscription 
2.-register for events and programs sponsored by or 
held at the Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lan-
caster County 
3.-submit general comments and/or story ideas. 
General Information (please print) IName: ____________________________ __ 
Address: ______________ _ 
City: ______ ~-------
Zip: _________________ _ 
Home Phone: ____________ _ 
Daytime Phone: ___________ _ 
Workshop Registration 
Register for Workshop/Program: _______ _ 
Date of Workshop/Program: _________ _ 
Time of Workshop/Program: _______ _ 
Number of registrations:_ at $_ each. 
Payment enclosed?· ____________ _ 
Please help make the Nebline your newsletter by 
letting us know what you would like to see in the 
Nebline, and how we can better serve your needs. 
Newsletter Information 
Address Change: 
Number of Neblines received: ________ ..,.-
Order a subscription to Nebline: _______ _ 
Comment: _______________ _ 
Story Idea(s): ___________ _ 
Return to: 
University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension 
in Lancaster County 
444 Cherrycreek Road, Lincoln, Nebraska 
68528 L __________________ ~ 
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Apple Varieties of Yesterday 
Dutches of Oldenburg, Wealthy, Cortland, Wagner, 
American Beauty, Ben Davis, Baldwin and Yellow Trans-
parent are apple varieties not usually found in the modem 
supermarket. Yet, in the opinion of the apple connois-
seur, the dessert apple quahty of these and other old-time 
apple varieties is superior to that of most of those in 
popular demand today. 
Many ofthe old varieties lost favor with the commercial 
grower because of low productivity, lack of attractiveness, 
susceptibility to insects and diseases and poor shipping 
quality. For the home gardener, these faults are over-
shadowed by the delightful flavor, rich aroma and culinary 
characteristics found in few of the more recently intro-
duced apple varieties. 
There is increasin9 interest in the growing of old fruit 
varieties among individuals, historical organizations and 
public supported institutions. Some commercial nurser-
ies now propagate one or more of the better known 
varieties and there are a few that specialize in antique fruit 
varieties of all types. 
North American Fruit Explorers, 10 South 55 Madison 
St., Hinsdale, IL 60521, a nonprofit association of fruit 
gardening enthUSiasts, actively promotes the culture of 
old fruit varieties. It is a valuable source of information for 
anyone intersted in locating a source of bud wood, char-
acteristics of varieties and. successful cultural practices. 
Further information may also be obtained from the Worc-
ester Historical Society, 30 Elm St. Worcester, MA 01608. 
Whether from a sense of nostalgia, a desire to pre-
serve some of our history or pride in having an antique to 
display, many of the old apple varieties have been saved . 
from extinction. Some have been around for centuries; 
hopefully they can survive a few more, they are too good 
to lose. 
Mid-South Hardiness Rating of 
Table Grape Cultivars 
The first winter (1983-84) after a trial planting of 19 
table grape cultivars was made at Princeton, Kentucky, 
was unusually cold, providing a chance to ra,te the culti-
varsaccordingtowinterinjury. Inthe list below, the injury 
rating scale goes from 7 (no apparent injury) to 0 (dead). 
'Niagara', 6.75 
'Concord', 6.75 
'Moored', 6.25 
'Golden Musket', 5.75 
'Reliance', 5.75 
'Captivator', 5.42 
'N.Y. 36661', 4.67 
'Challenger', 4.25 
'Himrod', 3.92 
'Romulus', 3.92 
'Canadice', 3.83 
'Venus', 3.50 
'Remaily Seedless', 
'Glenora', 
A-1342, 
'Suffolk Red', 
A-1581, 
'Interlaken Seedless', 
'Lakemont', 
3.42 
3.33 
2.67 
1.58 
1.42 
1.00 
0.25 
Reports from other growers in Kentucky have con-
firmed the susceptibility of 'Interlaken' and 'Lakemont' to 
winter damage. These observations differ somewhat 
from hardiness reports in the North during the 1983-84 
winter. Fluctuating winter temperatures in the Mid-South 
apparently caused some "dehardening" which caused the 
damage. 
We may see the same kind of damage this spring due 
to our fluctuating temperatures in January and February. 
Extension Calendar 
All programs and evarns will be held at the University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County unless otherwise noted. 
April 
1 
1 
1 
1-7 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
9 
9 
10 
13 
14 
16 
16 
18 
19 
19 
20 
20-21 
20-22 
20 
21 
21-22 
22 
23 
25 
26 
26 
30 
30 
May 
1 
1 
1 
2 
5-6 
6 
6-12 
Family Adventure Camp, 
Turkey Project entries due 
Awareness Team Applications due 
National4-H Conference 
Ambassador Applications due 
Camp Counselor Applications due 
Livestock Booster Oub 
Nutrition Update for Day Care Centers, 
"Hands Oo"Serger Class, 
Wallpapering Workshop, 
Cakes for Kids: Do It Yourself Decomting Ideas, 
4-H Council, 
Cakes for Kids: Do It Yourself Decomting Ideas, 
Recipe Makeover, 
Laundry Practices, 
Easter Wreath Making Workshop, 
Pillowcase Doll Workshop, 
Refinishing Furniture, 
4-H Computer Club Meeting, 
Agricultural Computer Software Class 
Nutrition Update for Day Care Centers, 
Entry Deadline for Clean Up Your Act Poster Contest 
Horse VIPS Committee, 
Awareness Team Applications due 
Discipline: Developing Positive Kids Part I 
Investing In Your future - Health and Life Insurance 
55 Alive Driving Course, 
Fairboard, 
55 Alive Driving Course, 
Project Adventure Workshop 
Call of the Wild Wildlife/Shooting Sports Camp, South Central4-H Center 
55 Alive Driving Course, 
County Leaders Forum, 
One of the Guys Retreat 
Teen Council, 
Discipline: Developing Positive Kids Part II 
Investing In Your Future - Investments 
Introduction to Spreadsheets Computer Class 
Refmishing Furniture, 
Spreadsheet Application - Home Records 
Discipline: Developing Positive Kids Part III 
Reminiscence - Meaning In Memories 
4-H Council, 
Teens Today Applications due 
Investing in Your Future - Estate Planning 
Growing Up Female Retreat 
Discipline: Developing Positive Kids Part IV 
National Extension Homemakers Week 
1:30 p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
1:30 to 3:30 p.m. (part I) 
1104 p.m. 
7 t09p.m. 
7 to 8:30 p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
9:30 to 11:00 a.m. 
9 to 11 am. 
9 to 11 a.m. 
1 to 3 or 7 to 9 p.m. 
1 to 3 p.m. 
7 to 9:30 p.m. (part I) 
7:15 p.m. 
7 to IOp.m.' 
1:30 to 3:30 p.m. (part II) 
9:30a.m. 
7 to 9 p.m. 
7 to 9 p.m. 
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
10 am. to 3 p.m. (part II) 
8:30a.m. 
2:30p.m. 
7 to9 p.m. 
7 to9p.m. 
9 a.m. to noon 
7 to 9:30 p.m. (part II) 
1:30 to 4:30 p.m. 
7 t09 p.m. . 
1 to3 p.m.' 
7:30p.m. 
7 t09 p.m. 
7t09p.m. 
